BAGGAGE STORAGE SERVICE RULES
The service is provided under the following conditions:
1. The service is guaranteed every day from 9am to 10pm.
2. The service is reserved for passengers, who will have to provide an identity card at the time of the
deposit.
3. At the time of the deposit the passenger will have to sign the appropriate declaration of exemption
from liability in which he acknowledges that he has learned and accepts all the rules contained in
this guidelines.
4. The luggage will be sealed with a special tape, that guarantees the integrity of the content and has
a label that identifies the legitimate owner.
5. The baggage will be stored in a special place located in the arrival area.
6. They will not have to be put in the luggage:
- Dangerous object or flammables;
- Perishable goods: eg. Foods or drinks subject to deterioration;
- Valuable objects such as cameras, cameras, PCs, cell phones, jewelery, etc.
- However, if the owner intended to place luggage containing valuable items, he must declare
it at the time of the deposit, exonerating the company from any liability.
7. The company does not respond to any theft or damage that occurs during the deposit.
8. The duration of the baggage storage should not exceed 90 (ninety) days.
9. The payament should be made in advance according to the displayed fees*. The return of the
luggage remains subject to the payment of the integration of the amount due according to the
published rates.
10. If the depositary does not collect the baggage within 90 days from the date of issue of the relevant
receipt, the depositary shall, at that time, authorize Geasar S.p.A., Custodian, to proceed according
to art. 2756,2761,2796 and 2797 c.c., for the forced sale of luggage and its content by the
competent I.G., and the depositor loses any right to compensation or reimbursement for the same.
Geasar SpA and I.V.G. Will in all cases be exonerated from any liability.
FEES
*the price for the service is equal to:

HOURLY FEE

BAGGAGE

STANDARD BAGGAGE UP TO € 6 up to 2h
CM (80X60X20)
MAXI BAGGAGE MORE
THAN CM (80X60X20)

€ 8 up to 2h

BICYCLE BOX rigid containers
BICYCLE BOX folded containers

n.a.
n.a.

DAILY FEE
€ 10 from 2h up to 24h
From day 2 € 10 every 24h
or fraction
€ 12 from 2h up to 24h
From day 2 € 12 every 24h
or fraction
€ 3 per day or fraction
€ 1 per day or fraction

SPECIALE FEE
(after 7th day)
€ 5 per day or fraction

€ 7 per day or fraction

€ 1,50 per day or fraction
€ 0,50 per day or fraction

